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FAST

RELIABLE

Welcome to Flender, your steel supplier from the Sauerland.

An often neglected subject is material which you

Our competitive advantage are our contacts. You

Uncomplicated – as known for this area – so are we.

don‘t need anymore. Do you need more space

will not be passed on from one contact point to

Our philosophy is based on four pillars: we are flexi-

in your warehouse? Flender steel purchases coil

another between order entry and final delivery, but

ble, extraordinary, fast and reliable. We like to be jud-

goods and table material – this creates valuab-

you will be supported quickly and reliably from

ged according to those characteristics.

le warehouse capacity and generates profits at

your personal contact throughout all order stages.

the same time. Please let us know your surplus

We are looking forward to getting in contact with

We are extremely powerful in terms of small quan-

materials and we would like to provide you with an

you, your Flender team.

tities of hardened and unhardened spring steel as

attractive offer.

well as for micro alloyed strap iron. Thanks to our
large warehouse capacity and our short lead times,
Flender is a reliable supplier for our regular customers within Germany and Europe.

Thanks to coil warehouses at several German locations affiliated with certified processing sites we can
offer a maximum flexibility. We are known for our
delivery reliability beyond national borders. Our own

dimensions:
5-2000 mm / width: 0,05-20 mm
cold rolled steels and hot rolled steels
tolerances according to DIN 1544/1624/17222,
standard and fine

fleet of vehicles brings the smallest 15 kg quantities to
the most twisting farmyard on time.

standard and fine
rounded edges
naturally rolled edges, coils and bars
hardened and unhardened
also by metre

FLEXIBLE

commercial steels
DC01-DC05 LC / C290-690
(EN 10139 / 10140)
cold rolled steels
DC01A - DC05A
(EN 10130 / 10131)

heat - treatable constructional
steels
C 22E - C 60E
38 Cr 2 - 41 Cr 4
25 CrMo 4 - 42 CrMo 4
51 CrV 4
EN 10083 / EN 10132 - 3/4

hot rolled steels
S235JR - S355JR
to DIN EN 10025
DD11 - DD14
to DIN EN 10111

low alloy steels
S 355 MC-S 700 MC
HC 260 LA - HC 420 LA
HC460 - HC700
DIN EN 10149 / EN10268

case - hardening steels
C 10E - C 15E
17 Cr 3
16 MnCr 5 - 20 MnCr 5
20 CrMo 4
Bor - alloy steels as
20 Mnß5 and alike
to EN 10084 / EN10132-2

spring steels
C 55 S - C 100 S
to DIN EN 10083 / EN 10132-4
hardened, tempered, polished
(+QT), unhardened
(+A / +LC / +CR) also by metre

stainless steels
1.4301
1.4310 (various hardness)
1.4404
1.4571
to EN 10088 / DIN ISO 9445
zinc - coated steels
plates
skiving steel bands
coils
to DIN EN 10327
cold rolled steels for packing
single - layered
spooled - coils
polished
zink - coated
bluished
black lacqued

No matter which steel product you need, how
extraordinary your material requests might be, we
will do everything to deliver you with the requested quantity at the highest quality at a competitive
price and on time.

EXTRAORDINARY

Thanks to our quick decision making processes we

Our total warehousing space of 30.000 qm and

are very flexible. We act within shortest time peri-

our own stocks of about 4.000 to. combined with

ods as bureaucratic obstacles and slow processes

the constant access to another 17.000 to materials

are unknown to flender steel.

guarantee short ways and hereby short lead times.

Our economically organized fleet of vehicles and
the cooperation with high performing partners help
us serving customers in Germany and in the European countries quickly and in an uncomplicated

FAST

way at any time.
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We provide you with our expertise in all transportation and logistics questions, no matter if they
refer to stored materials for on call purchases or to
an extraordinary delivery date which can be finally
realized.
You will not be passed on from one contact point
to another between order entry and final delivery,
but you will be supported quickly and reliably from
your personal contact throughout all order stages.
We are looking forward to getting in contact with
you.

RELIABLE

flender-stahl
handelsgesellschaft mbh & co kg
am kurplatz 8
d- 59846 sundern
fon +49 (0) 29 35 - 96 90 0
fax +49 (0) 29 35 - 96 90 24
info@flender-stahl.de
www.flender-stahl.de

